
Early Order Offer 

Early Order Offer for SKU: RF71DB9950QDTL  

1. Samsung India Electronics Pvt. Ltd. (“Samsung”) introduces an Early Order offer (“Early Order 

Offer”) on SKU - RF71DB9950QDTL (“Eligible Device”) by paying an amount of ₹5000 at 

Samsung Shop (i.e. Samsung Shop app and/ or Samsung.com/in website both). Customer will 

get an E-voucher/coupon (“E-voucher”) of ₹5000 within 72 hours of early order during 3rd 

April’24 | 00:00:00 to 28th April’24 | 11:59:59. If the same customer has shown interest during 

hand-raiser period i.e. 28th March’24 | 00:00:00 (tentative) to 2nd April’24 | 11:59:59 for 

availing the hand -raiser offer, the same customer shall additionally be able to redeem hand-

raiser e-voucher/coupon of ₹5000 on the total price at the time of purchase at Samsung Shop 

(“Online Outlet” only).  

Early Order Offer Period:  

1. Early Order for Eligible Device shall be available from 03rd April’24 till product is live on 

website (“Early Order Offer Period”).  

Eligible Device:  

Details of Eligible Device as shown below in the tabulated manner 

Model Full Code Model Short Code Key Features Pattern 

RF71DB9950QDTL RF71DB9950QD 

BESPOKE + Convertible + 

Family Hub 

Clean Charcoal + 

Stainless Steel 

 

Early Order Offer Journey at Online Outlet:  

1. Customer can visit the respective product page available at https://www.samsung.com/in/ to make 

an early order payment of ₹5000 for SKU-RF71DB9950QDTL during Early Order Offer Period.  

2. Only one Eligible Device can be ordered against one mobile number and the same number is 

required to be used by the customer for registering his/her details for installation/demo of the Eligible 

Device.  

3. E-voucher will be shared with customer within 72 hours post successful of early order made.  

4. E-voucher Redemption period shall be from 29th April’24 - 30th April’24 (“Redemption Period”). 

This E-voucher can only be redeemed on the total price of the Eligible Device at the time of purchase 

on Samsung Shop during the Redemption Period. E-voucher if not redeemed, the initial amount paid 

by the customer to Samsung (i.e. ₹5000) will be refunded back automatically within 06-07 working 

days after the Redemption Period is over.  

5. This Offer is valid for Indian residents who have attained the age of 18 years or above.  

6. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency regarding any instructions, rules and conditions on any 

advertising or promotional material relating to the Offer, these Terms and Conditions shall prevail 

over all such other instructions, rules and conditions.  



7. In no event shall Samsung be liable for losses or any incidental or consequential damages arising 

out of or in connection with this Offer, its services and these Terms (however arising, including 

negligence).  

8. Product images, features, specifications shown here are for representational purposes only, the 

actual product may vary. Offer is available till stocks lasts.  

9. Samsung reserves the right to change, extend, amend and/or withdraw the Offer or change any of 

these terms & conditions at its sole discretion at any time without prior notice.  

10. Samsung also reserves the right to substitute the Gift with device(s)/gift(s) of equivalent value 

under this Offer at its sole discretion without giving any reasons thereof. The choice as to the colour, 

make & model of the gift(s) shall be completely at Samsung’s discretion. No claims shall be entertained 

in this regard.  

11. All disputes shall be subject to exclusive jurisdiction of courts located at New Delhi. 

 

Buy More Save More 

Offer applicable on purchase of select products on Samsung Shop (Application and Website both) only 

during “Buy More Save More” Offer Period. 

1. Customer shall be eligible to avail 7% discount as an Offer on purchase of 2 models and avail 10% 

discount as an Offer on purchase of 3 or more models as mentioned below in the table (“SKUs CE 

(Consumer Electronics)”) on Samsung Shop (“Buy More Save More”). 

Buy More Save More Offer Period: 3rd April 2024 to 30th April 2024 

Samsung reserves the right to extend or annul the “Buy More Save More” Offer Period at its sole 

discretion without any prior notice. 

2. “Buy More Save More” offer is subject to availability of stocks. 

3. “Buy More Save More” offer discount will not be applicable if discount is not showing on payment 

gateway page 

4. This “Buy More Save More” is valid for Indian Citizens who have attained the age of 18 years or 

above, except employees & family members of Samsung & its affiliates/associate/subsidiary 

companies & their dealers/distributors/retailers, suppliers, advertising agencies & event 

management companies. 

5. Offer to run for combination of SKUs mentioned in below table (“SKUs CE (Consumer 

Electronics)”).  

6. For any price change of any SKU, the offer will remain the same -> On adding 2 or more SKUs into 

the cart, the customer will get 7% discount on the overall cart value and On adding 3 or more SKUs 

into the cart, the customer will get 10% discount on the overall cart value. 

7. Offer is not valid with internal & external corporate employee email ids. 

8. Eligible Products: Customer is eligible to avail the “Buy More Save More” on purchasing 2 or more 

products at the same time of either the same model or else different models from the table below. 

9. “Buy More Save More” cannot be clubbed with other offers like Welcome vouchers, Referral etc. 

Customer can avail this offer on maximum 4 products added in the cart from SKUs mentioned 

below in the table (“SKUs CE (Consumer Electronics)”) 



 

SKUs CE (Consumer Electronics): 

 

Category Sub Category Full Model Code Short Code 

REF FDR RF65DG90BDSGTL RF65DG90BDSG 

REF FDR RF65DB90BD12TL RF65DB90BD12 

REF FDR RF71DB9950QDTL RF71DB9950QD 

MWO Conv MC32B7382QC/TL MC32B7382QC 

REF SBS Bespoke RS76CB811312HL RS76CB811312 

REF SBS Bespoke RS76CB811333HL RS76CB811333 

REF SBS Bespoke RS76CB81A341HL RS76CB81A341 

REF SBS Bespoke RS76CB81A3P0HL RS76CB81A3P0 

REF SBS RS76CG8003B1HL RS76CG8003B1 

REF SBS RS76CG8003S9HL RS76CG8003S9 

REF SBS RS76CG8103S9HL RS76CG8103S9 

REF SBS RS76CG8113B1HL RS76CG8113B1 

REF SBS RS76CG8113SLHL RS76CG8113SL 

REF SBS RS76CG8115B1HL RS76CG8115B1 

REF SBS RS76CG8133B1HL RS76CG8133B1 

REF SBS RS78CG8543B1HL RS78CG8543B1 

REF SBS RS78CG8543S9HL RS78CG8543S9 

REF SBS RS78CG8543SLHL RS78CG8543SL 

REF SBS RS7FCG8113SLHL RS7FCG8113SL 

REF SBS RS7HCG8543B1HL RS7HCG8543B1 

REF SBS RS7HCG8543SLHL RS7HCG8543SL 

REF FDR RF63A91C377/TL RF63A91C377 

REF FDR RF70A90T0SL/TL RF70A90T0SL 

REF FDR RF87A9770SG/TL RF87A9770SG 

REF Bespoke Ref RF90A92W3AP/TL RF90A92W3AP 

REF FDR RF90A955387/TL RF90A955387 

REF 2D RT45CG662BB1TL RT45CG662BB1 

REF 2D RT45CG662AS9TL RT45CG662AS9 

REF 2D RT45CG662AB1TL RT45CG662AB1 

REF 2D Bespoke RT51CB662A22TL RT51CB662A22 

REF 2D RT51CG662AS9TL RT51CG662AS9 

REF 2D RT51CG662AB1TL RT51CG662AB1 

REF 2D RT51CG662BB1TL RT51CG662BB1 

REF 2D Bespoke RT45CB662B8CTL RT45CB662B8C 

WM FATL WA13CG5886BVTL WA13CG5886BV 

WM FATL WA10BG4686BVTL WA10BG4686BV 

WM FATL WA10BG4686BRTL WA10BG4686BR 

WM FATL WA10BG4546BVTL WA10BG4546BV 

WM FATL WA10BG4546BDTL WA10BG4546BD 

WM FATL WA90BG4686BVTL WA90BG4686BV 

WM FATL WA90BG4686BRTL WA90BG4686BR 



WM FATL WA90BG4582BDTL WA90BG4582BD 

WM FATL WA90BG4546BVTL WA90BG4546BV 

WM FATL WA80BG4686BRTL WA80BG4686BR 

WM FATL WA80BG4582BDTL WA80BG4582BD 

WM FATL WA80BG4546BDTL WA80BG4546BD 

WM FATL WA80BG4546BRTL WA80BG4546BR 

WM FATL WA70BG4546BVTL WA70BG4546BV 

WM FATL WA70BG4542BRTL WA70BG4542BR 

WM FATL WA70BG4542BYTL WA70BG4542BY 

AC Windfree AR18CY3ANWK AR18CY3ANWK 

AC Windfree AR24CY3AAGB AR24CY3AAGB 

AC Windfree AR18CY5ANWK AR18CY5ANWK 

AC Non Windfree AR18CYNZBGE AR18CYNZBGE 

AC Non Windfree AR18CYLZBGE AR18CYLZBGE 

AC Non Windfree AR18CY5YAWK AR18CY5YAWK 

WM FAFL WW12T504DAB/TL WW12T504DAB 

WM FAFL WW11CGP44DSBTL WW11CGP44DSB 

WM FAFL WW11CG604DLBTL WW11CG604DLB 

WM FAFL WW90T604DLN1TL WW90T604DLN 

WM FAFL WW90T504DAB1TL WW90T504DAB 

WM FAFL WW90T504DAN1TL WW90T504DAN 

WM FAFL WW80T504DAB1TL WW80T504DAB 

WM FAFL WW80T604DLB1TL WW80T604DLB 

WM FAFL WW70T502DAX1TL WW70T502DAX 

WM FATL WA16CG6886BDTL WA16CG6886BD 

WM FATL WA18CG6886BVTL WA18CG6886BV 

 

 

General Conditions: 

1. Customer agrees that Samsung shall not be liable for any claims, costs, injuries, losses or damages 

of any kind arising out of or in connection with the “Buy More Save More” offer or with the 

acceptance, possession or use of Device ordered using the “Buy More Save More” offer. 

 

2. Samsung reserves the right to change/alter & modify the terms & conditions of this “Buy More 

Save More” offer at any given point of time at its sole discretion without mentioning any reason 

whatsoever. 

 

3. Samsung shall not be liable for any technical, physical delay in transmission or submission of the 

entries by the customer or any disruptions, losses, damages, computer related malfunctions/ 

failures, which affect the participation of the customer or any force majeure conditions or 

damages caused by Act of God, Governmental actions. 

 



4. Samsung shall also not be responsible for non-availability of Stock(s) or product(s) due to various 

reasons like climatic conditions, labour unrest, insolvency, business exigencies or operational & 

technical issues or for any other reason beyond its control. 

 

5. Failure by Samsung to enforce any of its right at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those 

rights. 

 

6. In no event shall Samsung be liable for losses or any incidental or consequential damages arising 

out of or in connection with the “Buy More Save More” offer, its services or any errors or 

omissions in these terms and conditions (however arising, including negligence). Samsung shall 

not be responsible for any product or service liability of any kind. 

 

7. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency regarding any instructions, rules and conditions on 

any advertising or promotional material relating to the “Buy More Save More” offer, these Terms 

shall prevail over all such other instructions, rules and conditions. 

 

8. The “Buy More Save More” will be applicable till stocks last. 

 

Jurisdiction: 

 Decision of Samsung in relation to the “Buy More Save More” and matter(s) incidental there 

to shall be final and binding on the customer. All disputes shall be governed by the laws of 

India. These terms & conditions shall be governed by exclusive laws of India and the courts 

located at New Delhi, India shall have the exclusive jurisdiction in respect of all the subject 

matter in relation to the “Buy More Save More” offer. 


